## STRING QUARTETS

**Ariel Quartet**  
*Strengths:* Homepage features background video and link to upcoming event; clear 3-part “About” section; visually-appealing tour schedule

**Del Sol Quartet**  
*Strengths:* Great logo; simple, well organized navigation; thorough education page, extensive sample programs

**Parker Quartet**  
*Strengths:* Streamlined video player on Media page; varying press quotes on homepage

**Spektral Quartet**  
*Strengths:* Merchandise and donate pages; upcoming events listed on homepage; two concert schedule pages (all and local); poster archive

## PIANO TRIOS

**Amatis Trio**  
*Strengths:* Scrolling homepage design; info-rich homepage with news feed and media

**Claremont Trio**  
*Strengths:* Effective minimalist design; strong photos; organized repertoire list

**Lysander Piano Trio**  
*Strengths:* Strong sample programs; ample information on homepage

**Trio Céleste**  
*Strengths:* Thorough schedule page; consistent info bar on right of interior pages; persistent “scroll to top” button in bottom right corner

## WIND & BRASS QUINTETS

**The City of Tomorrow Wind Quintet**  
*Strengths:* Appealing “listen” button on homepage; prominent donate link to Fractured Atlas

**C Street Brass**  
*Strengths:* Strong educational program pages; charismatic images and media

**Axiom Brass**  
*Strengths:* Clear professional materials; detailed education pages; strong logo, used as favicon.

**Duex Voix**  
*Strengths:* Consistent aesthetic; prominent “Donate” button; accessible event RSVP; attractive reviews

## OTHER ENSEMBLES

**Sō Percussion**  
*Strengths:* Prominent accomplishments featured on homepage; unique photos, thorough schedule info; intuitive navigation; social media links at bottom

**Dallas String Quartet (Crossover Ensemble)**  
*Strengths:* Landing page scrolls through multiple photos and links; autographed albums in web store

**Eighth Blackbird**  
*Strengths:* Diverse media samples; multiple project descriptions; appealing and well-updated news page

**Roomful of Teeth**  
*Strengths:* Attractive site; collaborative spirit; active verbs for headings; clear tour listings